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The CAFC’s ETCI Precedents is of MetaPhysical SPL –
– Yet the USSC Requires ETCI Precedents to be of Rational SPL.
As Needed by Vaccine Variants for COVID-19ETCI Mutants!
Sigram Schindler*)
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH
www.fstp-expert-system.com

I. SPL by

‘US Supreme Court, USSC’ v. ‘Court of Appeal of the Fed. Cir., CAFC’

&

‘ETCIs’.

John Duffy noticed[314] the early CAFC’s replacing the USSC’s ‘peripheral’ claiming by its ‘literalistic’ claiming. 1.a) This
led the CAFC back – by the USSC’s requiring a notionally refined SPLb) – to using disastrous ‘preIT specification’a).
I.e., both courts reacted differently on the frequent advents of ‘Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions, ETCIs’:
A. The USSC required an SPL-refinement, esp. of its ‘patent-eligible, PE’ notion, by its SPL-reinterpreting frameworkc).
B. The CAFC held on to its ‘nPE ETCI’ SPL-precedents, e.g. in the CAFC’s ‘540 decision[397], by mystifying the USSC’s SPL-framework2.b).
C. The CAFC ‘751[615] majority deviated from this ‘nPE ETCI’ practice – yet met the USSC’s PE requirements only marginally.

Ad A.+B. For grasping the USSC required refined PE properties4.b), esp. ‘exceptional creative concepts, E-xcrCs’,
recognizing the notional quality ‘(meta)Rationality, (m)Rat’ is indispensable4.b). Perceiving (m)Rat’s notional filigree
and versatile meaning is facilitated by ‘Facts Screening/Transforming/Presenting technology, FSTPtech’.
Without the USSC defined ‘(m)RatSPL-framework’, a Rat PE problem solution is logically impossible.4.b)

The 2020 ‘751 dissent’s (i.e. the CAFC’s) nPE ifreasoninge) is notionally tainted by 3 CAFC mPhys ’spells’, i.e. by its
1.) ifself-created notions wallowing in mPhys2.a) (by the USSC’s framework’s requirement statements avoided),
2.) ifrestating of the mRat PE wfrequirements2.b) andc) stated by the USSC’s Alice wfdecision, and
3.) ifignoring the USSC’s explicit requirements as to SPL precedents, i.e. to ‘adjust SPL to ETCIs’ future needs’2.c).
I.e., the ‘751 dissent’s opinion is ex- & implicitly of ifreasoning2.a)-c), as of mPhys quality. The ‘751 majority’s
opinion is less mPhys, as recognizing a refined PE notion – but also not meeting all of the USSC’s PE requirements.

*) Thanks for discussing this mail with me go to U. Diaz, C. Negrutiu, D. Schoenberg, J. Schulze, R. Wetzler.
1.a

The ‘peripheral alias outer claiming’ of the USSC and the by David Parnas in the 70s enhanced[278] & thus popularized ‘specification
technique’ share the same basic thinking. Since the 80s, it is used by the UNIX families of OSes, since ’95 also in most ‘System
Design specification techniques’, such as Microsoft’s Windows OS, Google’s Android, …

.b Today’s SPL has undergone a notional reinterpretation by the USSC – defined by its ‘SPL-framework’ of its 6 unanimous decisions in
KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice – entitled by the US Constitution for preserving the wealth of the US society, here triggered by
the socioeconomic role of ETCIsc). Their frequent emergence caused an unspoken and still pending fundamental schism between the
CAFC & USSC about its SPL-framework2.b) notion of ’patent-eligibility, PE’ as by ETCIs needed. This schism’s disorientation is disastrous to the US economy, as barring scientific progress with ETCIs’ manifold ‘productivity increase’.III.vi)
This schism is resolvable by the USSC’s ‘scientification prone’ SPL-framework’s rationability4.b), due to ETCIs’ unavoidably being model
basedc): ●The USSC’s interpretation of its SPL-framework is of Rat4.b) (impossible in any other area of human law), ●exactly
as in any mathematical genred) of ‘Applied Mathematics’ (e.g. Math. Physic/Theory of Electricity/…/Control Theory/AI).
.c NOTE1: The USSC requires in Mayo/Myriad/Alice – if a TT0 has several applications, thus preempting each other in patenting them – that TT0
in isolation is seen as nPE, but in the USSC specified ETCI triple “ETCI, ‘<nPETT0, an application of it, this ETCI’s E-crAliceC>” TT0 is seen as PE.
It thus requires its truly Solomonic PE-Test specification: To ●exclude patenting this TT0, as it threatens the US ‘National Patent
System, NPS’ by preempting patenting further ‘application inventions’, i.e. monopolizing TT0’s area of applications, but to ●prescribe
this triple’s PE, if its nPE TT0 is based on this monopoly threat or on an abstract idea or a natural phenomenon, whereby the ‘mPhys’ is
replaced by (m)Rat of this triple. The USSC required PE-Test thus wftransformse) a such mPhysETCI into an (m)RatETCI.III.iii)
.d NOTE2: This FSTPtech’s lean mathematical ‘SPL/ETCI science’ is derived from Kant’s broad Epistemology[203] by two modifications. It is ●reduced to ‘rationality’, i.e. is restricted to comprising ‘no reasonability’, esp. no Moral/Ethics/Esthetics, …
and their ontologies, by eliminating any illogicality & thus not affecting here interesting knowledge
& ●expanded by
+)today’s scientific basics of 19th/20th century Analytic Philosophy’s foundations of Maths/Physics/Algebra/Geometry/Function
Theory/…/Logic/Linguistic/… & of System Design/Mathematical KR/Molecular Biology/.. & ++)the USSC’s SPL-framework (& eventually EPC’s
Part II, here omitted), modeled by SPLISL[621,182]. Any ‘fundamental mathematics’[WIKIPEDIA] derivation of the FSTP-Test’s matKR3
from its USSC’s (m)RatKR1 is indicated in (almost) full detail on p.3, by explaining both mappings in matKR3=>RatKR2=>mRatKR1.
.e FSTPtech calls a notion/.../reasoning/…3.e) “well- resp. ill-founded” (abbr. ‘wf’/‘if’) iff it is of ‘(m)Rat’/’mPhys’ or a tight alike.
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Ad C. The CAFC ‘751 board’s majority recognized, for the ‘751 ETCI, 2 by the CAFC hitherto unknown SPL items:
‘application’ and ‘inventiveAliceconcept’ – yet notionally still not meeting the USSC’s PE requirements.2.d)2
Summary of A.+B.+C. The CAFC simply does not care for what the USSC had implicitly but clearly indicated
in Mayo/Myriad/Alice: That lucrative business markets will depend on R&D-based ETCI-patents. This implies that the
CAFC’s classic SPL is notionally accordingly adjusted by SPL-reinterpretation, for rendering PE as many as possible
such ETCIs – by the USSC just required SPL-framework. By (m)Rat SPL-wfreasoning (as of1.c) andc)).
I.e.: The USSC required stabilizing ETCIs’ PE, as their productivity would increase enormously, rapidly, & in all
areas of life – as game changers in all their application areas, sustainably guaranteeing US society’s wealth.
(Ideally this would mean that, for any ETCI, the USSC’s framework enables – ●legally evidently & ●factually due to
SPLISL – its correct

automatic testing & patenting, in spite of most ETCIs by definition initially being nPE.1.c))

NOTE3: The USSC thus takes ETCIs to a much higher ‘SPL Development Level, SPL-DL’ than the CAFC’s one:
The USSC by its SPL-framework required a true cognitive quantum leap of ETCIs’ technologies
– from ‘CAFC’s mPhys reasoning in its preIT SPL-DL’ to ‘USSC’s mRat statements of its required SPL-DL’ –
by incredibly increasing the productivity of PE ETCIs. e)
2.a

e.g. “claimed advance” (on page 6 of the dissent’s opinion) or in the CAFC’s Berkheimer decision (e.g. the sole check whether “a claim
element … would have been well-understood, routine, and conventional” to the ‘Person of Pertinent Ordinary Skill & Creativity, PPOSC’[621]).
Such mPhys notions are helpful in casual human communications – e.g. in the USSC’s outlining of its framework’s
meaning – but inadmissible in (m)Rat criteria (unless clarified in their context), i.e. intolerable in decision making, as just practiced
by the CAFC. I.e.: A criterion must not tolerate each other contradicting interpretations – as the preceding paragraph’s ones do.
The ‘direct’ determination may be nontrivial, whether a notion is (m)Rat or mPhys – yet it is evident if this notion’s
meaning is wfdescribable in SPLISL. (An alleged counterexample that a perpetuum_mobileETCI has a Rat SPLISL specification is none:
It clearly is mPhys, as this SPLISL specification’s flaw is wrong: It is missing the Energy Conservation Theorem requirement statement).
Due to 1.)-3.) above, the CAFC’s criteria forever exclude predictability & consistency in its SPL-precedents about ETCIs!

.b As shown in the following paragraph, the CAFC & the USPTO totally ignored and/or falsified, in their PE-ifrestatings of the
USSC’s requirements, many wfPE-requirements stated by the USSC1.c). They thus dragged into mPhys the USSC’s wf(m)Rat
PE-specification – esp. in ifrestating Alice’s mRat wfdeclarative ‘2-step’ PE-spec.
Both authorities ignore the 3 fundamentals of USSC’s mRat PE requirements (while by its Alice’s PE (test) specification met
for an ETCI passing it) – “adjusting SPL to the needs of ETCIs”, “limited preemptivity”, & “R&D minimal invasivity”.
As to the 5 additional, overlapping USSC mRat requirements’ – “application of nPETT0”, “directed to …”, “transform
the nature of the claim”, “significantly more”, “inventive concept” (in FSTPtech called ‘E-crAliceC') – the same happened or
they both ifused at least mPhysa) reasonings and/or directly contradicted the USSC’s requirements. I.e.: The CAFC (&
USPTO) ignored and/or falsified all 8 key wfnotions of the USSC’s SPL framework specification, & even ifclaimed that an
ETCI’s being PE/nPE is determinable without verifying upfront that this ETCI’s E-crCS is correct/complete.
Finally: Neither the 8 wfnotions nor test1)-6) are independent of each other – & test7) may enable PE ETCIs’ variantsd).
.c The SPL-framework’s meaning of the pair ‘application’ & ‘E-crAliceC’ parameter in Alice’s1.c) are evident: From IT is known that
this meaning of ●) an ‘application’ is what is defined by test5) in KR3 (or in KR2 or KR1), and of ●●) this ‘E-crAliceC parameter’ is
‘nonfunctional’, if adding only one or several attribute(s) to its specification, or ‘functional’ if adding to the latter functionality (only a single
one for (m)Rat). Here it represents the attribute(s) of the nPE TT0 to be ‘directed to’ this application, implying this pair’s novelty.
The CAFC ifinterprets in virtually all its PE decisions the meaning of an E-crAliceC to be functional, yet without specifying this additional functionality, i.e. being of notional quality ‘mPhys’. This contradicts the USSC SPL-framework’s ex- & implicit hints at
E-crAliceCs to be of Rat quality, e.g.[Myriad,p17/18]. This implies, an ETCI’s E-crAliceC1.c) is (part of) E-crC* in test6).
Due to the CAFC’s thinking about PE in the old, at least vague notionsa),b) – hence also of E-crAliceC’s ones – all mRNAs (of BIONtech/
Pfizer, Moderna, CureVac, …) had to be the same. If E-crAliceC were functional – as by the CAFC hitherto usually assumed – all these firms had
to share a single patent or would preempt granting this single patent to one of them. This were a bigger patenting disaster than the §101 one.
.d By Alice, a PE ETCI1.c) without a known “mutant” (caused by nature) & “variant” (caused by man, in response to a mutant) is
specifiable by a “CBN, combination” of functional or nonfunctionalc) concepts, manifested by ●1 ‘Claim Interpretation, CI’ & ●its
‘Claim Construction, CC’. A PE ETCI comprising a known variant of its “native” ETCI vaccine is briefly elaborated on inIII.vii).
.e The rigor of this mail’s statements requires justifications, which the author provides by his CVs in the ANNEX. They show that
he knows what he is communicating by this mail – primarily to a highly appreciated US community affected by its message.
US patenting experts also refined the CAFC’s PE philosophy[623-625], yet without noticing all the ETCI needs by the USSC requiredb).
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An ETCI’s CBN is α) PE, if it Passes the PE-Test, β) Being ≡SPLUnique – with α) & β) Math. Proven3.d).

CBN(ETCI)’s Claim Interpretation, CI <input::= CBN(ETCI) in ISLKR > 2.d)
1.) if [CBN(ETCI)::= E-crCS::= {E-crCn/1≤n≤N}::= {⋀ 1≤kn≤KnE-crCkn/ 1≤n≤N}˄ RTSE-crCS is (nPR˄ R&DMI˄ correct˄ definite)]
2.) if [E-inCkn, ∀1≤kn≤Kn 1≤n≤N, are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed]
3.) if [{⋀ 1≤kn≤Kn E-crCkn / 1≤n≤N} is ex- or implicitly enablingly_specified]1.d)
then output ‘CI(ETCI) is correct’

begin:
then go on;
then go on;
& stop.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
CBN(ETCI)’s Claim Construction, CC: <input ::= CI(ETCI) is correct> 2.d)
begin:
#
TT0
nPE
4.) if [ E-xcrC E-crCS ,
i.e.: ‘ETCI comprises an (in isolation) TT0’] then go on;
5.) if [((E-crC°  E-crCSETCI\TT0)X (E-crC°°E-crCSTT0))⋀(ΠTT0scope(CBN(ETCI)) ⸦ scope(TT0)) i.e.: ‘ETCI ‘s application uses TT0 hierarchically’] then go on;
6.) if [ E-crC* : of Rat ⋀ E-crCSETCI\TT0 ⋀ E-crCSTT0
i.e.: ‘RatETCI is significantly more than TT0’] then go on;
#
2
2
2
2
7.) if [{{E-xcrC }, {<E-crC° , E-crC°° >}, { E-crC* }} = ϕ
i.e.: ‘CBN(ETCI) is nPR ≡ R&DMI’]
then output ‘CC(ETCI) is PE’
& stop.

≁

THE PE-TEST LEGEND3.a): The PE-Test in the box deals with only 1 CBN(ETCI) of an ETCI, but for brevity the ‘CBN’ is often omitted.
The fundament of grasping the PE-Test of an ETCI is the latter’s ‘Set of E-crCs, E-crCS’, shown in the line of test1). Its decomposition into its N E-crCn’s is further decomposable into any E-crCn’s truly elementary E-crCkn’s, 1≤kn≤Kn – for a BIOETCI requiring their
graphical definition[e.g.508] – whereby the ETCI has the structure1.c). For a Covid-19ETCI & its mutants and their vaccines & variants seeIII.vii).
An ETCI’s specification in KR3 & KR2 (& KR1, skipped here) ●is shown in SPLISL[372], i.e. in simplified English/SPL-framework,
●is assumed to have passed test1)-3), and has ●the ‘scope(CBN(ETCI))::= realization tupel set, RTS alias RTSE-crCS’ of CBN(ETCI)2.d).
The KR3-meanings (of the left side math(ematical) expr(essions)) = KR2-meanings = KR1-meanings, as explained below.
Proof of this LEGEND: I.e. the math. PE-Test proof of K3=>K2. It goes as follows.
test4: Its math. expr. thus models – see the LEGEND – the evident meaning “CBN(ETCI) comprises an nPE TT0”.
test5: Its math. expr. thus models the meaning ‘CBN(ETCI)’s application uses TT0 hierarchically by X ‘ b), defined as
“ E-crC°E-crCSETCI\TT0 enabling the application1.c) to hierarchically using TT0 [278] by an  E-crC°°E-crCTT0  … scope … scope”.
test6: Its math. expr. thus models the meaning ‘CBN(ETCI) is significantly more than TT0 by ≁‘ b), defined as
“ E-crC*E-crCSETCI\TT0 basically independent of E-crCSTT0 ⋀ of Rat” (i.e. E-crC* is not construable in SPLISL on E-crCSTT0 ⋀ of Rat).
test7: Its math. expr. thus models the meaning ‘CBN(ETCI) is nPR & R&DMI by ϕ’ b), defined as being
“non-preemptive/-able &”
(i.e. bars active & passive preemption by excluding multiple E-xcrC#s &
“& is minimally invasive into the freedom of R&D”
& ∄ a smaller than the scope(CBN(ETCI)) invasion[278,354,619]).
q.e.d.
The preceding & following correctness proofs of any ETCI/test/…, just as the latter, are stated in a single syntax, in an SPLISL
alike – as today all usual mathematic proofs work. All these proofs will soon be providable automatically.
The PE-Test is derived from Alice’s SPL-framework based mRat specification and proven in the 2 steps shown here. I.e., Kant
adumbrated (ideally) and the USSC confirmed (materially)[619] that in total this is the mathematic scientification of ETCIs and SPL by FSTPtech.
Proof for α): The correctness of K3=>K2 is proven above, the correctness proof K2=>K1 goes as follows – whereby the conjunction of the
compound of 4 K2 statements (in the above PE-Test) semantically equals the conjunction of the compound of 8 K1 statements in2.c), what
here for brevity is not presented in all details. These also here end up in irrelevance as by α) shown, the PE-Test belongs into the realm of
R&D – which does not mean that the USSC’s PE-specification is given in KR3: It is given in KR1 (as taken into account above and in III.i).
test4: IaRK2-n ‘ETCI comprises an nPETT0’
isettApmRK1m “…whether the ETCI at issue is directed to an E-xcrC”. c)
test5: IaRK2-n ‘ETCI‘s application uses TT0 hierarchically’ isettApmRK1m “…application of nPETT0 …transform the nature of the claim …” c)
c)
test6: IaRK2-n ‘RatETCI is significantly more than TT0’ isettApmRK1m “… significantly more …”
test7: IaRK2-n ‘CBN(ETCI) is nPR ≡ R&DMI’
isettApmRK1m “… limited preemptivity”&“R&D minimal invasivity” c)
q.e.d.
Proof for β): From assuming ((ETCI°≡SPL ETCI) ⋀Test°): (Test°(ETCI°)≢ SPL TestPE(ETCI°))=> m:t est°m(ETCI)≁ testm(ETCI), contradicting ETCI’s PE. q.e.d.

β) shows that the meaning of PE of an ETCI is not only of legal/SPL relevance. More important is that the
notion of PE represents also a ‘universal principle’ known from Physics and all logically from it derived sciences.
I.e., PE is a criterion for – alias models – any ETCI’s Rationality4.b). Holding for VAC&VAETCIs, tooIII.vii).
3 .a

The CAFC’s ‘751 majority opinion (& the USPTO’s current PE definition) comprises in K3/2/1 a wftest4 only (& no test5-7).

.b In US FSTPtech the test5)-7) symbols “X”, “≁”, “ϕ” represent very simple SPLISL expressions, explained already earlier. Moreover, the above in
any foundation of a formal theory logically unavoidable informal statements are nevertheless exact (i.e. of wfRat) – e.g. also in any foundation
of Set Theory. Also here, no semantic variant of these informal yet exact statements affects the correctness of the above Maths’ proves.
Probably every novice to formal foundations of formal theories wonders about this unavoidable ‘pragmatics’ foundation – only initially as logically.
.c ‘ IaRK2-n...isettApmRK1m…’::= ‘Its above Rat K2-notion …. is semantically equivalent to the Alice provided mRat K1-meaning ….’.
.d NOTE4: The FSTPtech kind of modeling the PE of an ETCI by showing its passing the USSC induced PE-Test, is a novelty. But this
cannot render the PE-Test to be a scientific result and hence being nPE – as this result follows from using the ‘peripheral’ (not the
misleading ‘literalistic’) interpretation1.a) in interpreting the many resp. requirements in the USSC’s framework decisions.
.e An  of the FSTPtech’s here lax ontology[182] is, (vastly) of Rat: a ‘term’ or ‘item’ being an arbitrary ‘identifier’/‘name’ of an
‘acronym’/'reference'/’concept’/’parameter’/’statement’/’framework’/’proposition’/’axiom’/..../’wording’/’ETCI’/……. A pair <’name’, its
‘meaning’> is called ‘notion’ or ’synonym’ to it. A notion’s meaning, assigned to its term/name/.../wording, is called the latter's ‘semantics’ or ’property’. The ‘process’ of assigning this meaning-/property-/semantics to a notion is called its ’interpretation’.[621ftn6.a)]
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III. Increase of ■Productivity of PE ETCIs & of ■Modelling of COVID-19ETCI’s Vaccines & Variants.
Item vii) presents – the first time -- very basic patent issues of ViralETCIs, after ground laying remark vi)4.a).
i) FSTPtech does not over-interpret the USSC SPL-framework – as US SPL experts assume, yet without explaining why!
If this assumption were true for a PE ETCI (i.e. passing in K3 the conjunctions of test1)-7), a part δ3≠ϕ of this ETCI’s
semantic of test1)-7)’s conjunctions in K3 were unjustified. Yet, for this ETCI’s isomorphic mappings K3=>K2=>K1 holds
δ3=δ2=δ1 – as shown on p.3. Thus δ1≠ϕ, contradicting the ETCI’s passing test1)-7). Hence, this assumption is wrong.
ii) Mathematic Epistemology: This tough philosophy rests on Kant’s recognition1.d) to need Maths for sharp cognitive thinking.
His revelation: “No Maths, no true science”. Today expandable to “…, whereby the true science about ETCIs is FSTPtech”.
iii) FSTPtech’s ‘notional qualities hierarchy’ is a refinement of Kant’s one: The USSC’s thinking about ETCIs’ PE implicitly refines the
pre-framework SPL ontologyii) by wfreplacing in a pre-PE tested ETCI its mPhysb) (of its nPETT01.c)) by identical mRat
semantic – thus rationalizing TT0’s exceptional item (monopoly threat / natural phenomenon / abstract idea1.c)) & hence its ETCI.
iv) ‘SPLISL, Invention Specification Language’: This is a small subset of natural & simple English, expanded by a few elementary Maths
expressions & the USSC’s SPL notionsiii). Hence, SPLISL is a priori known to all parties dealing with ETCIs – as shown on p.3.
v) ‘IES, Invention Expert System’: Usable over the Internet or locally, by 1 or several simultaneous users. It automatically solves all PE problems, by using SPLISL as default I/O-language – better: higher ISLs, e.g. a DNAISL or even a viralISL.
vi) Productivity Increase of PE ETCIs: PE ETCIs represent an amazing productivity increase in any patent business. Due to the
Supreme Court’s SPL-framework, it consists on the one hand of establishing consistency & predictability in evaluating ETCIs
as PE, and on the other hand of dramatically facilitating creating ETCIs and automatically presenting them legally totally
invulnerable & also factually, if E-crCS is defined mathematically (achievable for more and more classes of ETCIs).
vii) ‘Modelling Increase of COVID-19ETCIs’: The Supreme Court indicated resolving an invention’s §101 problem by ●reinterpretation of SPL1.b) & its ●PE(-Test) specification1.c) that evidently embodies to this end2.b) 2 layers of functional abstraction1.c).
This functional layering proved in any IT System Design – together with Parnas’es1.a) ‘separation of concerns‘ (in SPL achieved
by §§ 101/102/103/112) – to be the only ‘structuring & modelling‘ philosophy powerful enough for rationalizing this design[621].
Virology systems (e.g. VI(ral)ETCIs, MU(tant)ETCIs, VAC(cine)ETCIs, & VA(riant)ETCIs), just as CRISPR systems[495],
scientifically evidently know no ‘structuring & modelling’ – as by any reliable & complex system inevitably needed. In IT
System Design these deficits have been overcome already in the 70s-80s. Here, this deficiency is briefly outlined in 2
steps – AS BASIC RESEARCH, nevertheless indicative: In step (A), by a draft of this missing scientific set of “viral
functional layers of abstraction” common to all VIETCI’s for structuring them, and in step (B), by its patenting problem
(A): BIOtech seems to dislike mentally & notionally separating their indeed complex problems – quite different from IT
problems – into ‘layers of abstraction’ (or simply doesn’t know how to break down a complex problem into simpler parts)
for facilitating precisely structuring & modelling it – as today is practiced in any state of the art problem solving.
A (part of a) VI /MU /VAC /VAETCI may be specified by its E-crCS on top of the: ■‘microbiological elem.&comp. functions’
layer of abstraction, in turn on a ■‘microbiological molecular elem. & comp. particles’ layer of functional abstraction,
any element of them modeled by an ‘E-crCS, Elementary Creative Concept Set’ (e.g. ‘PCR’, hybridize, CAS9_protein,
target_sequence, spike_protein, RBD, …[495,621]). All these 2-4 layers may abstract from 3-6 layers of elem. & comp.
‘sequences’ of ‘Chemical Elem. & Comp. Codes’, of ●’codons’, or of ●’coding genes’, or of ●’nucleic acid molecule
sequences’. Moreover  bijective mappings between all these subsets[626], to be defined by VItech (or CRISPRtech) R&D.
(B): A VIETCI & its MUETCIs may introduce a new key PE question, especially if one of the resp. VAETCIs is – in practical
importance – exceeding its indigene VACETCI. E.g., for the COVID-19ETCI and its ‘British’, ‘African’, Brazilian, … MUETCIs, the
question arises, ●whether their VAETCIs ought to be SPL protected by their indigene VACETCI patent (what embodies the
risk that this VACETCI’s patent then monopolizes much of this VAC /COVID-19ETCI, i.e. contradicts the USSC’s PE intent2.b)), or
●whether this ought require another patent for any VA /COVID-19ETCI (what also seems strange, as it evidently means that
patents are distinguished from each other, in spite of all their functionalities being defined by this ETCI’s sole E-crCS
5

4

.a NOTE5: The ‘highly increased productivity’, caused by the USSC’s required SPL-framework, implies the huge advantage –
for ETCIs specified in SPLISL – to enable almost anybody to instantly graspiv)&v) all AI-based automation of applying SPL. This
comprises guaranteeing IES’es[443] result(s) absolute correctness, i.e. all its functions & features, being a ‘universal &
intelligent SPL-robot’. This is worldwide the first scientific/powerful SPL/AI-automaton. It increases incentivizing human &
financial long-term investments into R&D-based creativity & productivity for innovating by ETCIs the US economy and society.
.b ‘FSTPtech’ refines Kant’s top-down ‘hierarchy of notional qualities’ of items3.e) and their semantics3.e) by their mutual relations, by:
transcendental (abbr. ‘Trans’) ─ if its meaning evidently exceeds human beings’ thinking post Aristotle;
irRational (abbr. ‘irRat’) ─ if its meaning explicitly excludes being presentable as (m)Rat;
metaPhysical (abbr. ‘mPhys’) ─ if it is not yet (m)Rat, but potentially eventually (i.e. tighter than Kant’s ‘not speculative mPhys’);
metaRational (abbr. ‘mRat’) ─ if it is not yet Rat but evidently eventually (∄ with Kant, yet by PPOSC2.a) seen as rational);
rational (abbr. ‘Rat’) ─ if it is representable in SPLISL (i.e. in its elementary (English ⋀ Maths/Logic/Physics ⋀ SPL) notions);
mathematical (abbr. ‘Mat’) ─ if it is represented in SPLISL.
Only an ETCI’s property, modeled by using an E-xcrCd), may change-over from mPhys to (m)Rat, as described byiii)
.c The USSC decided the 2 first ETCIs as a priori ●nPE (as it decided in its Mayo/Myriad/Alice decisions by SPL-reinterpretation,
i.e. exceptional concepts) & the 2 last ETCIs as a priori ●PE (as it decided in its Alice decision by its PE-specification)2.d).
.d Having the same E-crCS, otherwise, they wouldn’t be variants of this vaccine – but another PE or patented ETCI of its own.
Copyright by ‘TELES Patent Rights International’, 2004-2021, Berlin.
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APPENDIX: Curriculum Vitae of the Author

Born in Lodz (Poland) in 1936,
German nationality since 1939,
Resident of Germany since 1945,
Abitur in Bavaria in 1956.

Academic Career:
 Mainly self-financed and taking ages studies at the Technical University of Berlin (TUB) – applied mathematics,
theoretical physics, abstract mathematics, several arts.
 Diploma thesis on non-relativistic elementary particle theory (Schrödinger theory), doctoral thesis on satellite
mechanics (optimal orbit transfers), habilitation thesis on operating systems (multiprocessor scheduling).
 From 1971: Co-author of the program for establishing Information Sciences at the West-German Universities, as
member of the West-German Federal Government's resp. board ─ being the academic IT representative for WestBerlin to the West-German Federal Ministry for Research and Technology.
 Additionally from 1971: Participation in the preparation, definition, foundation and administrative implementation of
the Department of Information Sciences at the TUB.
 Since 1972: Professor, since 1974 full professor of Operating Systems (later also of Communication Systems) in the
Department of Information Sciences at the TUB – after several calls from other universities.
 Ramping up, for 5 years, awareness of the upcoming telecommunications technologies in Germany, by running on
behalf of the GI the annual German Telecommunications conferences at the TUB (GI = Gesellschaft für Informatik, the
German nationwide academic society of information & telecommunications technologies).
 Chairman and/or member of several teaching & research & development committees, & examination boards for
various Information Science programs of the Commission of the EU, the West-Berlin Government, & the TUB.
 1976 to 1984: Member of national, European and international bodies for development, promotion and standardization of future IT technologies, in particular telecommunications/WAN/LAN/text/security technologies.
 1996: Application for sabbatical leave from teaching at the TUB, granted for "hands-on management" of TELES AG.
 2001: Emeritus of TUB, indispensable at German universities’ retirement age.
 Over the years, a dozen++ of my Berlin students or coworkers became full tenure university IT professors.
Business Career:
 1981: Foundation of TELES GbR and 1983 of TELES GmbH, with shareholder’s equity of 50 TDM, sole shareholder.
Focus on System Design & advanced telecommunications / text / security technologies.
 1996: Transformation of TELES to an AG at profitable revenues of 22 MDM/p.a., sole shareholder & CEO.
 1998: IPO of TELES AG, majority shareholder and CEO & acquisition of the webhosting start-up STRATO.
 1999-2005: Refocus of TELES on value-added Internet systems, TELES annual profitable revenues of 100 M€.
 2005: Sale by TELES of its subsidiary STRATO AG for more than 130 M€.
 2020: Sale of TELES.
Emeritus Career:
 2001 – today: After retiring from TELES’ operational business at the turn of the millennium, I created the
privately by me financed FSTP-R&D-Project (FSTP = ‘Facts Screening/Transforming/Presenting’) and initially
developed a portfolio of international patents for mobile networking of advanced/high-end applications. This led
me to focusing on US ‘Substantive Patent Law, SPL’, for ‘Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions, ETCIs’,
as patenting them needs an SPL paradigm shift: While Classic Technology CIs don’t need modelling, ETCIs are
of technologies of much higher filigree and often deal with ETCIs realized by still unknown / mPhys functionality.
This renders SPL precedents about ETCIs, esp. their ‘patent eligibility, PE’ problem, rationally unsolvable –
and hence the investments into them unavoidably unpredictable – being a disaster for the US economies.
My privately financing this FSTP-R&D-Project – by more than 20 M€ – was indispensable, as I knew from my academic &
TELES careers: In the US patent community no desire existed for a paradigm shift in SPL – as the Supreme Court required. Yet, it
encouraged me to bring its paradigm shift into line with today’s IT System Design, as the established SPL interpretation is incapable
to cultivated dealing with ETCIs’ new peculiarities (as correctly complained by the USSC[480ftn1.b)c)d)]). Outside the US no constitution
has the wisdom to entitle its highest court to refining its law for the sake of its society’s wealth.
Thus, on the one hand
● knowledge of philosophical foundations of Mathematics/ Analytic Philosophy/ Elementary Particle Physics, … &
advanced IT & the US enormous investments into Emerging Technology R&D, and
on the other hand
● the US Supreme Court’s 6 Solomonic unanimous SPL-framework decisions (in KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice)
has by me been simply integrated. This ‘adjusted the classic US SPL to the needs of ETCIs’. As the USSC required.
 The email of this ANNEX presents this SPL paradigm shift – as by the USSC for its SPL-framework invited[480ftn1.b)c)d)].
As the USSC by its SPL-framework induced for ETCIs a technically & economically extremely appealing ‘SPL-science’,
it is unlikely that the new US administration would deviate from these USSC’s decisions: By their redefinition of SPL, they
open for the US – and international – innovative communities the whole range of socio-economically beneficial R&D potentials.
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